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Bass Fishing Facts & More
Bass fishing has a fascinating history. It started in the late 18th century and continues to progress until
today.
It probably was originally practiced in search for food among the people in the south of the United
States. Since then, it has started gaining numerous audiences of all ages and nations. Today, countries
such as Australia, Cuba, South Africa, United States and most of Europe participate in this kind of
event.
Timelines
- The year 1768 or 1770 represents the birth of bass fishing sports. Onesimus Ustonson introduced his
first multiplying reels to the fishing gurus and lovers. It was later developed into bait caster.
- William Shakespeare Jr. materializes the production of a level wind device and secured its patent on
1897.
- The William J. Jamison Co introduced the overly ornamented Shannon Twin Spinner in 1915 and was
improved to create today's spinner baits.
- In 1932, President Franklin D. Roosevelt instituted the creation of Tennessee Valley Authority and
encouraged the creation and building of numerous dams. These dams were later used for culturing
different varieties of bass fishes.
- Five years later, DuPont Company filed patent for nylon fishing net, this was later developed into
nylon monofilament fishing line.
- The year 1992 is one of the most glorious events in the history of bass fishing. Larry Nixon, the
famous fisherman in the history of bass fishing won $1 M total earnings for this sport on this year.
Bass Fish
Several fish species that are being caught in the bass fishing events are the following:
- Micropterus salmoides (Lacepede) - Largemouth Bass
- Micropterus dolomieui - Smallmouth bass
- Micropterus punctatus - Kentucky Bass
Other species of Micropterus are also caught but one that remains popular is the Largemouth bass.
However, it should be emphasized that Australian Bass are different from the above North American
Bass variants although most share similar features.
Perhaps, the most robust success of Bass Fishing was in the 1950s. The popularity of the game during
this period is the springboard to the development of modern fishing equipment from bass boats, rods,
lines, lures and various fishing gears.
Electronic gears were also incorporated among the host of equipment bass fishers used at that time.

Reels of different types, which function in hauling and hoisting, were also created.
The contribution of bass fishing industry to the US economy records $50 to $70 Billion and the number
continues to grow. Statistics show that the audience base of this sport is increasing and that more and
more people are getting interested in it compared to tennis and golf.

Excellent Fishing Rods for that Perfect Fishing Experience
Today's fishing rods have incorporated modern features that are not typical of the more primitive cane
pole. Modern fishing rods contain reels, which aid in the retrieval of fish caught in its bait.
A much-sophisticated feature is the spinning rod where the entire shaft of the rod except the handle can
move around on its axis to allow flexibility when fish caught on snare bait struggles through the water.
Like the classic cane fishing rods, the fishing gadget is thick at the handle (bottom) and is tapered and
thinner at the tip. This very basic design allows handling stability and flexible movement of the entire
length of the shaft.
Types of Fishing Rods and Specifications
A typical fishing rod measures 6 and 16 feet (2 and 5 m) and vary in capability to tolerate strain in
fishing activity. The length has a lot to do with withstanding force exerted by the fish to the pole and
determines for the most part the performance of rods used for angling.
Cane Poles
Cane poles are one of the smallest and less sophisticated gadgets in fishing. It is usually made of
bamboo or other flexible wood material with the most basic fly line attached to it.
Unlike other more sophisticated fishing rods, cane poles do not usually contain reels or its equivalent to
be used for reeling in or retrieving fish caught on bait. This very same action is known as angling.
Spinning Rods
These types of rods are the most popular today. They can be used either for heavyweight or lightweight
fish although they were proven best for trout, walleye and bass fish. They vary in measurements from 5
and 7 feet (1.5 and 2.5 m).
Spinning poles are commonly used in bass fishing competition accounting for their flexibility and
tolerance to stress. They accommodate bigger and tougher fly lines and stabilize them to avoid line
tangles during uncoiling of float lines.
Jigging Rods
These rods are best for heavy lures and baits especially when reaching around 180 to 200 feet under the
ocean's surface. They are made of fine, solid materials which accounts to their heaviness. The use of
jigging rods is specifically due to alternating currents during the fishing activity.
Some oceans have erratic undersea current. That is why the bait and fly lines should be kept in place.
Lures are also disturbed and cause confusion among fish if the lines are not long and heavy enough to
withstand and tolerate water currents under the sea.
These rods are best for target fishes usually found dwelling at the bottom of the sea such as halibut and
cods.

Best Lures To Use In Fishing
The evolution of fishing gear and accessories along with the development of the bass fishing industry
brought about the development of various lures specifically used for different fish species.
There are many types or class of lures and they all depend on what type of fish works for them. Many
only work for specific types but some cover a wide range of species of fish.
Below are some of the typical lures used for fishing.
Light Standard Casting Lures
For Standard casting lures, they are mostly able to attract a wide range of fish varieties from albacore,
bluefish, bonita, oho and crappies. These lures are also excellent for certain species of bass fish and
work best when retrieved from water at low to medium speed. They pass through water with
undetectably synthetic material.
Their sizes are excellent for lightweight fish and a host of freshwater species. They range from 1/16 oz.
to 3 oz.
The hand painted eye is enticing enough to allow schooling of fish. This feature allows for more
chances of trapping one of the target fish in the water.
Heavy Standard Casting Lures
Heavy Standard Casting Lures are excellent for quite heavy fish specifically, walleye and bass. While
the lightweight lures are used in most circumstances, it was shown that heavy counterparts provide
more reliable fishing output.
Moreover, the heavy standard lures are able to catch fish than diamond and light standard casting lures.
Long Casting/Jigging Lures
Perhaps the most popular among the fishing lures are the long, tapered jigging lures. They are perhaps
the most commonly used fishing lures among the fishermen in Florida, Mississippi and Louisiana.
Just recently, it was found out that the long casting lures work best for catching trout and pike. They
were also found to effectively catch stripers and bluefish. They can catch tuna and walleye in a breeze!
Unlike heavy standard lures, this gear won't produce good fish-catch output up to 180-200 ft under
water but be sure to effectively match your lure color, bait and related accessories to maximize
performance.
Deadly Diamond Lures
These lures are one of the smallest with sizes ranging from 1/8 to 1oz. They can seamlessly attract
attention among fish and could form a school of fish in a minute!
The reason is it lies on its structural surface formation and cut. The top handle is cut like a diamond and

causes the reflection of light striking on its surface. The diamond lures are best for catching bass fish
varieties, crappie and stripers although they work on a small range of fish species.

Basic Carp Fishing Pointers
Frustrating as it is, carp fishing is awesome. Carp are really good at sucking in and blowing out
suspicious baits. It's such an excitement to see the whole action in a fraction of a second as you hang on
for dear life while the reel is trembling with a loud noise.
Carp happily devour on the surface as long as you keep the pellets, biscuits, chic peas, bread, and rehydrated corn coming in, and these are inexpensive baits as well. Just attach them to the hooks, most
preferably the bread. Have the biscuits softened by dipping it in the water for about 2 minutes, then,
place them in a sealed sandwich bag for about an hour. Since different brands have different textures,
just experiment to know which is firm enough to cast. Another way to hook baits is super gluing the
pellet into the shank.
Once they get into feeding, let them feel comfortable around the bait. This gives more opportunity for
the fisherman since they begin to not feel picky. This tactic can be useful for zig rigs.
As soon as they're feeding, cast the bait but make sure not to drop the bait directly onto the feeding
carp. Cast away from the feeding area then slowly draw it in position. While the bait is till hanging,
keep the food coming in so as to keep the carp from going away.
How to Set-Up?
- Use a hair rig to increase your chance of catching. As carp taste food first, if they don't like the taste,
they won't come near it.
- You may also use a Spider Line, 50 lbs test, then use a leader material that fits the situation.
- Thread the bait on the baiting needle and hook the hair loop. You may also use foam dipped in a
flavor as this enhances the attractiveness of the bait.
- Also make a baiting needle by just straightening a long shank hook. Slide the bait on the shank, then
slide the bait from the needle onto the hair.
- Using a float is also an advantage because it adds weight for further distancing and the location is
easily identified.
- Don't forget the controller float rig. A leader can be used which is attached to the swivel to its
mainline of at least 3 feet length with a 10lbs Drennan double strength. A low diameter mono will do
just as long as it floats well enough for visibility.
As experts say, it is not the bait that catches the carp but the method in which the bait is introduced.
Pre-bait everyday, in one spot for a few days. This makes the carp think that there is a regular source of
food for them and by “word of mouth” there'll soon be a school of fish around. Just be patient and it
will all work.

Catfishing the Right But Simple Way
There are a few basic methods that are effective in catching catfish. Bear in mind that specific methods
are applicable to specific kinds of waters. That is because techniques and baiting mixtures are
formulated for specific targets.
The following methods are simple, yet proven successful when used:
1) Rigging method - Depending on the bait used, loop the bait holder or the treble hook from a line to a
preferred distance to the end. Bait movement is not suggested; therefore, a weight must be used to
allow the rig to be still. A good distance shall be about 18" to 24."
Same as the first method, using the Slip weight to make the bait stable is also effective. The weight
does not matter as long as it can slide in the line. The fish will not feel any weight and it will be late
until they realize that the bait is fake.
Multibait technique allows multiple catches at once. Simply place three-way swivel along the line. As it
draws more strikes it makes a great choice for catching more catfish at the same time.
2) Bait - Experts opt for chicken livers or medium sized shrimp from groceries. The shrimp's tail and
skin must be removed and body should be big enough to slide up in a number 6 hook. This is simpler
than the chicken which necessitates the use of pantyhose. A diameter of a quarter is wrapped in a piece
of pantyhose leaving a tag end then attach it through the treble hook. Blood worms, minnows, catfish
paste, night crawlers, snails, living or dead small fish, and dough baits are also good choices of baits.
Remember that the best baits are always those that nature produced.
3) Chumming - Fishermen catch more catfish with this method. This is simply throwing balls of
mixtures of natural recipes in the fishing area. This attracts more catfish; the trick is that the mixture
should be right enough for the catfish to feed heavily. The hook that will be used to fish normally must
have the same recipe for the bait. Adding a good smelling flavor into the pasty mixture attracts catfish
more.
4) Tackling - Although the technique involved in this method is by far effective, it's still the bait that
attracts and brings the catfish in. As simple as it is, the tackle should be about 6 feet long with a
spinning real. Choose heavier lines to allow more battle between the fisherman and the catfish. It
doesn't necessarily have to be expensive. The experience you get from a cheaper tackle is no different
from an expensive one.
Make sure the grip is secure hooks are removed by pliers after catching the fish. Avoid being stuck with
the fins as some are poisonous. Just simply sliding the hand up to its belly from tail, placing the fingers
behind one side and thumb behind the other can remove the catfish from the hook without any harm.
Happy catfishing and good luck!

"Picking The Right Boat"
There are two questions that should be considered when choosing the right boat: "What will be the
fishing for?" and "where will the fishing activities be?" Always look for the signs of quality check the
carpet and the compartments - they could be plastic, metal or fiberglass. Look at the little but very
important things like the 1000 GPH bilge pump, the six gauge wiring instead of ten or eight that is
because heavier wires gives more power from the battery up to the trolling motor.
There is Five Star Advantage that ranger dealers often speak to their customers: Quality, Safety,
Innovation, Performance, and Value. Below is a list of “must have” things when buying your first boat.
Tow Vehicle - This is one of the most important piece of your equipment, ensured that has the rating to
get the job done like loading up to 3500 lbs. of weight that could easily pull the boat up the hills and
mountainous treks.
Bass Boats - For first timers, consider a second hand boat. This will be a trial and error stage where
fishing skills can be tested. Consider a larger boat, which is about 19 feet with 20 to 30 miles speed for
larger bodies of water.
Aluminum - In smaller lakes, a 16-18 foot aluminum boat is a good choice. It is cheaper than fiberglass
and more forgiving of bangs, running up into shallows and hitting stumps and rocks. The only
downside is that it rides rougher even with the slightest winds.
Fiberglass - This two-stroke engine is much more expensive which could cost from $20,000 to as much
as $50,000. The good thing with this boat is that it could handle bigger, rougher water and still give you
a smooth ride.
Brand new versus Second Hand - Buying a second hand boat is not only cheaper but holds their value
longer and better. The downside is that you'll probably inherit someone else's troubles. During casual
inspection, outboard engines problems are not easily identified. The best thing to do is bring someone
you trust with you to inspect a prospective boat or buy from someone you know instead.
Handling the Boat - Listen to the pitch change when trimming down. Although it will be very difficult
for beginners like trying to launch and retrieve the boat backing it down the ramp. Never worry,
because everyone passed that stage and there's no boat owner that is not willing to help a first timer
learn. Sometimes all it takes is just 4 hours to learn the basics.
Buying a dreamboat is very exciting. It is not the boat that really matters but the experiences that come
with fishing.

Deep Sea Fishing Tips
Deep sea fishing is a wonderful and extremely enjoyable activity. Here are some tips that will make
your salt water fishing adventure even better.
1. Watch the signs
If you see birds e.g. Seagulls that are feasting on small bait-type fishes, there are probably larger gametype fish below the surface of the water. Also, look for floating wood or debris. In most cases when you
chance upon a large floating wood, you would find a large game fish in the area even encountering
dolphin.
2. Stop, Snook and Listen
Fishing for snooks is quite similar as fishing for bass. Snooks like to be around ledges, posts and rocks.
3. Crabs for full moon
During full moons use soft crab imitations as bait. That's the time when crabs shed their shells and
stripers come looking for them.
4. If you're looking for tunas, find the dolphins
Yellowfin tuna are usually found schooling with dolphins. So if you see a group of dolphins, chances
are there are some tuna in the area.
5. Cut and Burn
If you have trouble cutting through a spiderwire braid, try using a lighter or a match.
6. Good Reef
The best place to fish is near reefs since big game fish feed on fish that live on reefs.
7. The Circle Hook
Use a circle hook if you would like a higher hook up ratio. These hooks guarantees more catch, because
of the minute gap, and the reverse point. They are generally better for the fish since they do not hook in
the gut just the lip.
8. Don't have sea legs
Watch the horizon and stay on deck. These would generally help you if you're having trouble with sea
sickness: Stay away from the boat fumes, breathing it only exacerbates the problem.
9. Anchors away
When your anchor is stuck at the bottom, try attaching a float to it. Return after the tide has changed in

direction. This should be enough to loosen the anchor.
10. Fish where the fish are
A lot of fisherman have the idea that they should be catching their live baits over the reefs before going
to deep waters. If the live baits are not in the area you're planning to catch the larger games, then why
would you come up with the idea that the large fish are there. Wouldn't they be in the area where the
bait fish are?

The Recreational Value of Fishing
Many people consider that fish are only a medium of survival, or to some extent a food supply; yet
there is another angle that is little known. The manufacturing industry utilizes more than two billion
pounds of fish and fish by-products every year. This is slightly more than is used for food.
What most people do not know is that fishing continues to provide recreational activity of making it
one of the most preferred hobbies.
In fact, fishing as a hobby is continuously growing and that is why the estimated number of people who
acquire fishing licenses each year is more than 12 million.
Moreover, surveys show that for every dollar spent for a fishing license, there are sixteen dollars spent
for equipment, such as fishing tackle, food, clothing, and transportation. There is more money spent on
fishing than on any other hobby in existence.
Why is it a Great Hobby?
It is a means of providing something to free the mind and body of the worries of the day. It has also
been proven to help in mentoring troubled teens, replacing negative thoughts and activity with more
positive traits and pursuits. Fishing is truly a wholesome sport.
The use of all types of fishing equipment has added something that no other feature could possibly
accomplish. Thousands of youngsters are enthusiastic to learn how to cast a fly or plug bait.
These youngsters have an interest in fish and fishing and they desire to fish in a lawful and recreational
manner.
Boiled down, fish and fishing may be considered one of man's essential resources. It is hoped that
further realization of fishing as a hobby will develop the necessary knowledge of the true recreational
value of fishing, the fish, and the general conservation of all natural resources as well as the value of
good sportsmanship and developing good citizens.

Fishing Game: Nature's Playground
If all men measured up to the standards of true sportsmanship, there would be no need for game, fish,
and forestry laws. Neither would there be so much need for the laws that regulate human affairs in
general.
But, in the fishing game, it is the true sportsman, with a love for the great outdoors, a wholesome
respect for the welfare of others, and consideration for living and growing things, who sets the good
examples for the youth to follow.
In reality, fishing games differ a lot from the other types of games that man has come to know. A
fishing game is not a mere reflection of the activity itself but more of the love for fishing.
In fishing games, the angler does not go hunting or fishing only to gain the privilege of boasting over
slaughter or material gain. He loves the lightning-like flash of the trout, the leap of the bass or muskie,
the tug on the line, the whir of the reel, the thrill of battle with some “denizens” of the deep, and the
companionship of other true sportsmen.
The Concept of Fishing Games
The most common type of fishing game is known as the “offshore game fishing.” In this type of game
fishing, the anglers aim for the big lean fishes like the marlins and the tunas and the fishing is done in
the sea.
Offshore game fishing is usually conducted as one type of recreational activity. Though, there are
instances wherein this type of fishing game is also employed in competitions like the sports fishing.
Because of the energy being utilized in this type of recreational activity, offshore game fishing usually
requires the biggest fishing boats. These fishing boats generally range from 30 to 50 feet in length.
The object of the game is to reel the fish in once it is properly hooked on the line. This can be a
daunting task since the fish, especially if it is a big one, will have the tendency to pull away from the
boat. The challenge is to reel the fish in while keeping the fishing line maintained on its specified
tension.
The fishing game is not more of a competition for a true angler. Whenever they are doing this kind of
activity as part of the game, what the angler really wants is to get in touch with nature, to breathe the
clean, pure air, and muse in solitude in the wilds of nature's playground.
Hence, in fishing games like offshore game fishing, the anglers like to play the game in strict
accordance with the rules of reason and fairness at the same time conserve the value of fishes in the
community.

Some Basic Facts about Fishing Gear
In fishing, it is very important to an angler's success that he starts with the proper equipment. He may
purchase or own the finest equipment in the world, but when it is assembled and put into use, it may
prove to be a very decided handicap.
To guard against this, it is important that the individual items of tackle be properly balanced one with
the other. Unbalanced equipment has been responsible for more difficulties and failures of beginners
than any other single factor.
Fishing Rod
To fish with a good rod is to really enjoy fishing. It is much easier to learn with a good rod than with
one of an inferior quality. This is no commercial plug to encourage the sale of expensive rods, but just a
word of warning to prevent any possible or unnecessary discouragement because of using a rod that
would be decided handicap to a competent caster.
Fishing Lines
This item of fishing gear must be selected with some careful considerations if anglers are expecting to
enjoy fishing or casting.
This is because the size and weight of fishing lines made by various manufacturers are not entirely
uniform, that is, the diameter of the line by one manufacturer may be slightly larger or smaller than a
line by another manufacturer even though both bear the same size marking.
The Leader
The leader is also a very important item, and unless it is selected with care and consideration in
comparison with the size of the line, the caster will have trouble in making it extend straight out from
the line when casting.
The chief function of the leader is to serve as an invisible connection between the line and the lure.
Fishing Flies or Lures
The flies may range in size, from the tiniest used, which might be number 18 or 20, up to flies tied on
number-2 hooks or larger. The heavier flies or lures create; more wind is needed. It also requires the use
of heavier equipment or more power on the part of the caster during the back cast and forward cast.
Reels
The reel may be automatic or single action, but in any event, it should be larger enough to hold the
usual 30 yards of fishing line without crowding it on the reel spool.
Consequently, the entire equipment should always be in good condition. Other wise, achieving success
in fishing is impossible.

Tips on Finding a Fishing Guide
1. Open Communication matters. It is important that you provide the guide all the information they
need so that they will figure out what kind of fishing trip is best for you. Be sure to be honest in telling
the guide how much experience you have regarding fishing. This will help them to know what advice
and tips to give you so that you can make the most out of your time.
2. Seek the help of friends and relatives. Ask your friends and relatives who have fished and if not they
may be able to provide you with some referrals. It is better to ask them about their experiences, the
things that you need to do and things that you have to look for in a guide. They may be also to provide
you referrals of the guides they have tried and found effective for them. This will be a chance for you to
ask if the guide they are referring you to has enough knowledge or is accommodating to clients.
3. Browse the Internet. The Internet can provide a lot of websites where you can find the best guides in
a certain location. You can also post messages and questions regarding the website and they may be
able to find the information you need.
4. Determine if your prospective guide is licensed. It is better that you know that the person you are
working with is working according to the law. A licensed guide is also sure to be relied on especially
with the matters of integrity and trust. Ask the guide of their name and phone numbers including the
state-licensing bureau. A guide who is not willing to provide you the information you are asking for is
not worth your time.
5. Find out exactly what you are paying for and how long the amount would cover. You need to know
this information for you to be able to manage your schedule before the fishing trip and plan the things
that you need to bring which are not covered by the payment you made. Some include the price for
lodging in the package while other guides may charge extra for that. Asking the coverage of your fees
will also help you assess if the services you will get is worth the money you will be spending.
6. Get to know the guide. Evaluate if the guide that you will be working with can get along with you. If
not, you will just be wasting your time and money. Fishing is a time to learn and enjoy but if the two of
you will not get along well, the whole trip might just be ruined. Get to know the guide first before you
set foot on the boat. Exert a little effort to call the guide and make a small chat to break the ice and
make the two of you comfortable on the day of the actual fishing.
7. Also make time to find out how long the prospective guide has been on his job. This will make it
easier for you to assess the level of experience the guide has earned in that field. It is better that you
choose a guide that has been in fishing for many years. They are the ones who usually have the skills
and teaching techniques that will be of great help to you.

Fishing in Canada
If you would like to experience real adventure in fishing, then Canada is the perfect location for you.
Canada has a wide area of rivers, ponds, freshwater lakes, saltwater and streams. Freshwater and
saltwater fishing are the favorite pastimes of Canadians and tourists. Fish in Canada including wildlife
are very abundant. Canada offers a lot of first-class fishing trips that will make the most out of your
time and money. There would not be any reason that you might be disappointed.
Canada has the ideal water where the fish are abundant. There are also plenty of shops and
establishments that sell fishing gear and tools for fishing. Fishing in Canada is divided in two groups.
That is the Lake Water Fishing and the Salt Water Fishing. The two groups are totally different
especially in Canada.
The most famous fishing in Canada is the Salmon Fishing, which is enjoying and rewarding. Salmon
varieties that are abundant in Canada are the Coho, Sockeye Salmon, Chinook and the chum. Salmon
are known for their size and beauty. Many fishing guides in Canada specialize in the adventure of
Salmon Fishing.
Saltwater fishing is popular in the 3 coasts of Canada. They are the Atlantic, Pacific and Arctic Oceans.
This is a chance for shark and tuna fishing. A lot of big saltwater fish are caught only on deep seas and
that is what the 3 coasts offer.
Canada is also known for fly fishing. Fly fishing, which is an older type of sport fishing, is about
catching a fish using an artificial lure called a "fly.” Many resorts and establishments in Canada offer
great packages on fly fishing.
Ice Fishing is also an option for you if you would like to experience fishing in Canada. There are also
ice fishing guides that could assist you in your trip. They will ensure your safety and enjoyable
experience in Canada. Ice fishing requires special gear, outfits and techniques that require the help of a
skilled ice fishing guide. Many tourists who come to Canada for ice fishing can rent ice huts to keep
them warm and away from wind.
For tourists who would like to experience ice fishing in Canada, it is always recommended that you
come along with fishing guides that are specialized on each fishing type. It is also advised to bring a
compass, cell phones and flashlights as safety device and for emergency purposes.

Fishing Tackle Guidelines
Fishing can be an extremely enjoyable and relaxing adventure. As long as you have the right tools, the
fishing safety knowledge, and a little bit of support from friends or family, you could perform your
fishing successfully.
However, the most overlooked factor in buying equipment is choosing the right fishing tackle. You
should follow these simple guidelines in the selection of tackles.
1) You should choose the appropriate fishing flies that you would be using to catch the kind of fish you
will be targeting to seize. The basic rule in choosing the kind of fly is to know which is abundant in that
actual environment.
2) Once you have determined which fly to use, you should be able to choose the appropriate line to use.
The three commonly used tackles are fly-fishing, plug casting and spinning. The difference between the
three is that spinning and plug-casting makes use of bait as weight to drag the line from its reel to the
target point of your fishing.
3) Fly lines come in four different types - weight-forward, double taper, shooting-taper and level taper.
Within the four different types are numerous variations. However, once you have decided what kind of
fishing wish to accomplish and what kind of fish you wish to catch, you will be using only a particular
fishing line.
The fishing lines have numbers that rank from one to fifteen. However, the most common among
anglers are the lines numbered from three to twelve in weight. As a basic rule for optimum catching,
the first thirty feet of your line should be weighted and matched to the rod.
4) The next thing you should purchase is the rod and reel. The most suitable equipment for beginners is
the spin-casting gears that is easy to operate and provides the least setbacks. For any kind of fishing,
the recommended spin-casting reel is mounted on a light-action six-foot casting rod and spooled with
an eight-pound test line. The reel and rod could be purchased as a package in many fishing stores. Most
professional anglers prefer bait-casting and spinning tackle.
5) You would need sinkers, hooks and bobbers. Sinkers and hooks could be bought in different pack
with different styles and sizes. When selecting bobbers, always keep in mind that the smaller the
bobber, the better the performance. The struggling of the fish would depend on the size of your bobber.
6) Professional anglers prefer artificial lures. The recommended sizes of lures are 1/8 ounce up to 1
ounce.
Remember that the kind of tackle would depend on the fish you prefer to catch. Avoid buying
unnecessary fishing items and enjoy your affordable fishing experience.

Fishing Tips for Beginners
There are many kinds of fishing equipment in stores, numerous fishing methods in books, and fishing
advice online. To make it all simple, here are the basic things you need to know for your first time
fishing adventure.
1) How to fish with bait
* Tackle. To plunk the bait, you should purchase lead weights. The weight of the lead would vary
depending on the current of the environment. Anglers commonly use and recommend bank sinkers with
a number-two hook.
To avoid sinkers to slide, you would need a swivel to act as a stop. To protect the knot, you could use
plastic beads between the swivel and weight. Using two appropriate swivels could allow you to rig the
sliding sinkers.
* Bait. The commonly used bait for all kinds of fishes is worms. Another popular bait is chicken liver.
Remember to buy fresh bait and keep them cold to avoid them from getting soft and allowing the bait
to stay within your hooks.
Some of the commonly used baits are cut-baits which include skin from fried chicken, fish entrails,
grasshoppers, salmon eggs, shrimps and crayfish tails.
2) How to fish - There are three basic methods for fishing.
* Plunking - It is the most common method used. Use a suitable amount of weight for you to be able to
take hold of the bait in a position which is against any current. An option in plunking is to use minimal
weight for the bait to move along with the water current.
* Back bouncing - It is done by lifting the bait out the bottom and raising the tip of the rod for one to
two feet. Allowing the bait to walk with the current, you should free the back reel or spool. Repeat the
steps when the lure settles down on the bottom. Back bouncing is effective in deeper water like fishing
in a boat.
* Drift-fishing - It is a simple method wherein you cast upstream or downstream. This may vary
depending on the current's amount. You should count the appropriate depth and start reeling.
3) How to fish from a boat - It is important to determine in which location you would perform your
fishing. Deeper water needs heavier jig heads compared when fishing on shore.
* With heavy weight which keeps your bait near the bottom of the water and the line straight down
from your boat, you are able to drift the boat along with any current. A good technique of fishing on
boats is trolling slowly with a fishing device called bottom-walker.
Fishing is easy as long as you're enjoying the trip. Bring some of your family and friends along and
make your first time fishing a memorable one.

Ice Fishing Anyone?
Careful planning and preparation is all it takes to make ice fishing the greatest time of your life or the
worst. Easy? Take a look at the following tips and see how prepared you are to catch those fish!
Buy early
Make a list of the supplies you used last season and replenish them early. Make sure you get all those
Glo-Buster Bluelights or Lindy Tazers. All you need to remember is four words: wise up, stock up.
Check the hole on the ice floor
Simply put, make sure the hole is clean. Chips or chunks of ice could cause entanglements in one's
fishing line and could make you catch fish or literally break your chances of getting any, as these could
sever the line therefore losing your chance of getting that trophy of a lifetime bluegill. Remember to
keep the hole clear of any barrier.
Fish more, get the big four
The bait you simply cannot go on without: wax worms, minnows, assorted PowerBait, maggots. It is
best to keep these bait separated and as much as possible alive using coolers such as a small Coleman.
Clean `em all up
Inspect and clean the rods and fishing reels you are going to use. Q-tips are best for taking out the nicks
in every nook and cranny of your ice rod. Non-freezing oil for lubing fishing reels is advisable.
Heat up
Do not forget to bring those heaters and pounds and pounds of propane cylinders. One cannot fish
comfortably if he or she is as cold as the fish under the ice. Ice fishing should be fun and feel comfy
too.
House up
The ice is harsh and cold but it doesn't mean you have to feel that too. Ice tents should be cleaned out
as well by putting over a light coat of lubricant at the joints. If there is any wear or tear, it is best to
contact the manufacturer in order for them to send out the appropriate repair kit, as deemed necessary.
Gear Up
Better be safe than sorry, make sure you get a set of lifeguard spikes as well as a safety rope. Also, to
feel less of the cold and at the same time be cool, pick up a fishing coat from the Carhartt Extremes
Arctic Jacket. Avoid frost bits on your toes and feet, the best shoes are the Irish Setters Versa Trax to
keep you warm all over.

Tips on Kayak Fishing
It takes a long time to become an expert in kayak fishing. The period of apprenticeship, which must be
served in order to transform the novice into a veteran kayak angler can be discouraging and often runs
into years.
About the nearest thing to a short cut is to have an old-timer take the first-timer under his wing and let
the novice accompany him on kayak fishing trips
Basically, kayak fishing is gradually making a name in the industry. Its popularity is steadily creating
sustainable gratifications aside from the fact that kayaks have long been used in fishing.
History has it that even in the early times; kayak fishing has long been the primary source of fish
supply ranging from the “flatfish halibut” to other kinds of big fish. These activities, which happened
from the mid 18th Century until the late part of it, were all noted by the Russian Orthodox priests.
These turn of events are now known as “The Native History.”
From then on, kayak fishing continued to dominate the fishing industry, where once, people were
doubtful if it could really aid the anglers to catch some fish. The steady feature brought about by its
“sit-on” type has long been the primary characteristics of kayaks that made it an ideal fishing boat.
However, with kayak fishing, the angler has to learn how to steady the kayak as he tries to paddle
through the waters, in which it is considered as part of the whole process.
Therefore, for people who wish to know some tips about kayak fishing, here's a list that may help them
enjoy this tricky activity.
1. Safety first
Like any activity, it is necessary that before an individual plunges into action, he or she must first
observe some safety measures and background checks to ensure security and protection against any
imminent danger.
The angler must check the weather condition, the tide, and other elements concerning kayaking.
2. Hatches should be closed at all times
The angler should always keep in mind that it is best to keep the hatches closed while fishing. Water
can never seep through the kayak if the hatches are kept closed.
3. Steady fishing
When the angler is already in the midst of the waters, it is better to have an anchor to keep the kayak
steady while on the verge of catching fish.
Best of all, before an individual goes out to the waters, it would be better if he let somebody know his
whereabouts. In this way, somebody will be able to keep track of your activity.

As they say, safety should always come first.

Fishing in Texas
In the state of Texas, 2 licenses are needed. The first is called the Conservation license. This is a
prerequisite a person must have before being allowed to obtain a fishing license.
The Conservation license can be obtained from the Fish, Wildlife & Parks or FWP. This is done by
giving one's social security number and other information that is requested. A valid driver's license or
any valid ID with photo must also be presented for security purposes for the license to be processed.
Once that is done, a fishing license can be acquired which is neither non-transferable nor nonrefundable and is only valid for one year.
Fish that are normally caught in Texas are flounder, trout and sheepshead.
Here are some tips that will help anyone who wants to go fishing in Texas;
1. The first thing to do is get the right equipment: a good boat, fishing rod, reels and bait.
2. If one is not familiar with the place, it is best to ask the locals where the best fishing ground is then
start from there.
3. Hooks can be in different sizes. The right hook for fishing is dependent on the kind of bait that will
be used.
4. To prevent injury especially when taking out the fish caught in the hook, it is advisable to do it using
wet hands.
5. The primary source of food for Seagulls is fish. If there is a flock in one area it means that place is
good for fishing. One should approach quietly and set the bait and just wait for the fish to start coming
in.
6. Some fish stray when the water is clear but it is quite difficult since the fish can also see the bait. To
be able to catch more fish, the best place to do it is in deep water.
7. It is also advisable to try a variety of bait when fishing. Some fish can easily be caught with one kind
while others are not. It takes practice to get it right and patience for the fish to come out and haul it in.

5 Useful Tips on Trout Fishing
In fishing, trout are one of the favorite “fishing friends” of most anglers. These crafty fish are abundant
anywhere. The native habitat of these crafty fish depends on the type of trout.
For brook trout, the native habitat includes the territory from Labrador westward to the Saskatchewan,
while the rainbow trout is a native of the Pacific slope from Alaska to California.
On the other hand, brown trout has found its way into the waters of every state in the United States
except Florida, Arkansas, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, North Dakota,
Oklahoma, and Texas. It has been reported in the waters of some of these states, but according to
conservation officials, no authentic reports have been received. It is also found in many parts of
Canada.
In trout fishing, there are some factors that need to be considered in order to have a successful catch.
1. For trout fishing, the leader should not be greased. It will not sink far enough to cause any difficulty
when picking the line and lure from the water, but if it is allowed to float; it will cast a shadow on the
bottom of the stream which may scare the trout.
2. The trout is one of the fishes that are usually secured through the use of the dry fly. For trout, the
current as well as the pools should be fished. It may sometimes be a bit difficult to keep the fly from
sinking or dragging because of the various conditions of the current, but this is a matter that the angler
will have to figure out for himself.
3. It is not good practice when fishing for trout to fish directly upstream so the flies, line, and leader
will float directly over fish. The fisherman should make the cast from one side of the stream so the fly
will only float over the fish.
4. It is important to make the first cast the best. A feeding trout will usually strike the first lure
presented if it is cast so that it will float over his private domain. The angler should never fail to fish the
lower end of the pool first even if the trout are rising in the middle or upper end.
5. Trout are sometimes very moody or selective and will try the patience of any angler; hence, possibly
a fly with less hackle will do the trick or it may be necessary to use a spent-wing fly or a fan wing.
Indeed, catching trout fishes can be lots of fun. The anglers just have to remember these tips in order to
have a happy catch.

Using a Fishing Rod
Rods are basically made from carbon. Plastic, composite carbon combined with Kevlar, which is a kind
of material that is bullet proof, or just high carbon. Since the carbon's force and strength in connection
to its mass is light, making it strong material that can allow thinner fabrication but still is able to keep
the span and length. A rod that is lighter evidently handling will be easier, controlling it would be less
tiring on ones arms and reduces resistance to air giving one an easier time accurately casting it,
particularly on windy ways.
Rods come in silicon carbide, hard chrome or ceramic rings having a function of letting the line pass
through. These are precisely used because of their smoothness having the function to minimize friction
when passing through the line and keep the maximum strength. Silicon materials are a fact costly, so an
alternative is bring into play ceramic rings like Zircon which when taken in to account, it is not as
tough or as light, but is much cost effective. Rings made of chrome are better, although every season
they require replacement, they do deliver excellent job of line running. At least thirteen rings are
needed from the handle all through the tip, lesser near the handle, needing more close to the tip. The
line can fasten itself to the rod, if you don't have enough rings.
When determining length of the rod, you want to take into account exactly what kind of fishing you
want. If you want far out fishing, in that case choose a larger rod as this will offer you better control
when you are playing the fish. If you are planning to go fishing in an area that is enclosed, you will
need a shorter rod. Normally, the safe rod size to choose is13ft (3.9m). This is lengthy enough for a
waggler but does not cast out too far.
Handles
Handles are made from either cork or foam. Whichever you choose, this is a matter of preference. Just
try handling both materials so you can have a good “feel” before buying it.
Action
Action is the term used in describing how the rod will bend when it is placed under the lot of strain and
effort of a fighting fish.
There are two types of tip on a rod, the hollow and spliced tips. Hollow tips are good in catching carp,
tench and chub which have a progressive or developing action making it sharp for quick bites, yet
proficient enough to manage long distance strikes. Spliced tips normally are normally spliced to the end
with two feet solid carbon. This rod is sharper so it is a good pick for fast acting fish.
When choosing a rod, these questions will help you pick the right one:
1. How frequent and where do you fish? Are you a beginner, a weekend warrior, or a tournament pro?
If you are just starting out, you may need to budget and spend less money on your first rod. Once you
learn the techniques and once you have decided that fishing is for you, that is the time to spend on more
specific rods.
2. Freshwater or Saltwater fish? While there are a few rods that can be used for both fresh and saltwater
fish, most rods are made for a specific purpose and application.

3. Spinning or Casting? The species you that you choose to chase will determine it.
4. Power, sensitivity, and your technique. The rod should match the way you enjoy fishing. If you like
to fish with lures, then you should look for a rod that is comfortable enough to cast frequently all day
long.

Learn To Fish: It's Fun!
Fishing is a fun and tranquil sport that lets you spend quiet time with your friends, family and with
Mother Nature.
Fresh water fishing is a sport involving the catching of fish in lakes, rivers and streams. It involves a lot
of patience, challenge and a lot of acquired skill over time. Anyone can participate in this fun activity,
including the kids.
To start, you have to check your State's fishing requirements and make sure if a license is needed for
you to fish. If it is required, you must acquire one by checking with a sporting goods store. They will
help you how to get it, and some will even provide it for you.
During the time that you are in your favorite sporting goods store, you can look around and buy the
right fishing equipment that you will be need for your trip. Considering that you are a beginner, make
sure that you budget well the cost and your spending on the equipment, not deciding on expensive
equipments; buy only the basic things you will need.
When in doubt as to what is needed, ask the help of the store keeper, but do keep in mind that you need
to stick to a budget. Take your time and don't hesitate to ask how to use each piece of equipment that is
offered to you. Artificial lures for bait can be used or you can simply look for worms from your back
yard.
An inexpensive fishing rod and reel will be enough along with a fishing line, hooks, weights, a bobber
(this keeps your line afloat), fishing lures and net. A polarized sunglass is also essential, as it will help
to see clearly through the water and lessen the glare.
Then if you don't know the good locations to fish, ask about local “hot” spots, or check your State's
fishing regulations for information about fishing locations around your State.
The time will surely come when you will be a better fisherman; then you may decide on upgrading
your equipment. In the meantime, keep things simple.
It is always advised that you avoid fishing alone. Always be with a friend, as when emergency strikes,
there can be someone who can call for help.
It is wise to start fishing in shallow waters. Aim your cast in shady or rocky areas where the water is
deep, as this is where the fish is expected to be found. Keep in mind that this is all practice first.
As your skill level develops and increases, you can then attempt into deeper waters. But before going,
take the time to practice casting to familiarize yourself with your rod and your reel.
What better place to practice than your back yard. To do so, mark off an area using a rope and use this
as your guide in aiming your cast. Rehearse and study your movements to discover a method that will
work for you. Bear in mind, cast with your wrist, and not with your arm.
Fishing hooks are very sharp and needed to be handled with care to avoid injury. Before casting, it is
important that you should look around you and stay unobstructed to avoid hurting other people with

your hook.
When the right time has come and you go fishing for real, keep in mind to cast your line always ahead
of the fish, making your bait land slowly, with as little splash as possible. The fish will see well at a
close point, but cannot see behind.
If your casts are going in a disorganized manner, move closer to the water so you can gain better
accuracy.
Watch the bobber closely for any movement. If and when a fish grabs the bait, the bobber will be pulled
under water. This signals that you got a fish on the line. Don't get too excited. Remain calm.
Keeping your line tight, slowly reel in your catch. Place the net near and use it to bring the fish out.
Remove the hook from the fish with great care.
If you got an undersized fish (as noted in the state's regulation book), quickly return it to the water.
Likewise, if you have no intention in eating your catch, do not waste it and return it to the water.
Releasing the fish will supply the water with more fish, giving future fishermen the thrill to experience
a catch.
Lastly, look around you and feel the calm, restful and serene view of the river.
Have fun!
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SHOP FOR FISHING SUPPLIES
FLY FISHING TACKLE
FLY REELS
FLY RODS
BUZZ BAITS
SPINNER BAITS
CRANK BAITS
SPOONS
KAYAKS
FLY FISHING LURES
JET SKIS
BASS BOATS

CAT FISHING POLES
FISHING HOOKS
CAT FISHING FLOATS
FISHING FLOATS
FISHING SINKERS
FISHING LINE
FISH NETS
FISHING BOATS
FLY FISHING CASES
SPEED BOATS
JON BOATS

TOP WATER LURES
SWIM BAITS
RUBBER LURES
WORM HOOKS
WORM WEIGHTS
PLASTIC WORMS
CRAPPIE FISHING
BOAT COVERS
ULTRA LIGHT REELS
PONTOON BOATS
TRAILER HITCHES

MORE FISHING SUPPLIES HERE
LURE MAKING SUPPLIES

Thank You

BASS FISHING JIGS
UMBRELLA RIGS
JERK BAITS
TACKLE BOXES
TACKLE BAGS
RUBBER SKIRTS
BARREL SWIVELS
BOAT ACCESSORIES
LIGHT RODS
HOUSE BOATS
VINTAGE TACKLE

